Oil Painting Supply list:

Tote or basket for all the following

6 - 12 x 12 Stretched Canvases- bring 1 to each session for topic of the night piece.

2-4 Small Canvases (9 “x 12” to 16” x 20”) Stretched canvas, canvas panels, or canvas paper – depending on the projects you would like to work on during class.

Brushes – Oil brushes

  Any brand filberts # 8 and 4 – other sizes as you wish.
  Any brand Script liner #2 – other sizes as you wish.
  Any brand fan brush #6 – other sizes as you wish.
  Any brand flat brush #4 and 10 – other sizes as you wish.
  Any brand round brush #2 and 4 – other sizes as you wish.
  Any other brushes you would like help with.

Palette knife – any brand – any style

Palette or disposable palette paper

Oil paints:

  Small tubes:
    Black – any variety, any brand
    Blue – a dark version of blue, Prussian, Phthalo, Ultramarine, any brand
    Red – A dark version of red, Cadmium red HUE is most found, any brand
    Yellow – a bright version of yellow, Lemon, Cadmium Yellow Light HUE, any brand

  Large tubes:
    White – Titanium, Zink, just make sure it is not an off-white tint, any brand
    Any other colors you would like to work with.

Linseed oil or other oil medium, walnut, safflower etc.
Artist grade Odorless paint thinner in a glass or metal container with good sealing lid for storage

Mona Lisa, Weber terpenoid, Gamblin Gamsol, DO NOT buy the stuff from the hardware store.

Brush Conditioner – pink soap or any other brand

Painting apron and clothes you can get paint on

Paper towels, Rags, and Plastic bags for you dirty towels

Drawing materials:

#2 pencil or similar

Sharpener

Good clean Eraser
Sharpy
Notebook or Journal
Table top easel if you have a specific one you prefer to use – there will be some available.